
1. Download and install Yunmai app from app or play store or 
http://www.iyunmai.com/en/app.html , login and setup your profile 
with your information (name, gender, height, age).

2. Place the scale on a hard flat surface like tiles and clean the scale 
surface with a wet cloth. Check that the scale surface and your feet 
are not too dry as this can have an effect on the body fat reading.

3. Turn on the Bluetooth on your cellphone, open and login Yunmai 
app and step on the scale with barefoot, the scale will connect to 
your phone automatically without a password needed, you might 
need manually pair it with passkey “000000”. You may need to turn on 
location service and restart your phone to connect to the scale.  
Please reinstall or change new batteries properly if cannot connect to 
Bluetooth successfully. Please also update your iOS or Android to 
latest version and reinstall the latest Yunmai app.

4. Do not move until the scale displays weight and Bluetooth logo “B”. 
Yunmai app will show “connected” on the top instead of 
“connecting...” and the Bluetooth logo light will turn on, indicating the 
Bluetooth connection is successful while the app shows all body 
measurements.

5. Scale might need calibrated to show accurate readings. Step on and 
step off the scale quickly, the scale will show 0.0 lbs, which means 
calibration is complete.

6. Please make sure the previous device is disconnected (just close the 
Yunmai app) before pairing another phone with the scale. The scale 
can only be connected to one device at a time. If you have several 
Yunmai scales, please remove batteries from the one you do not 
want to use to disconnect it with the phone.

7. If you have multiple users sharing one app, make sure tap the profile 
picture on the top left and switch to the correct member before 
stepping on the scale.
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